The Mount’n Mover mounting system by BlueSky Designs provides greater independence, flexibility and positioning options than any mount available.

Key Features:
- safe and easy repositioning
- set one OR MORE operating positions
- safely and independently moved by many, even with limited dexterity
- memory locks provide consistent positioning
- easy to customize and change as your needs do
- quickly move out of the way—without removal

This powerful mount offers flexible, yet secure positioning of speech devices and more - on wheelchairs, tables or floor stands.

How does the Mount’n Mover Differ from Other Mounts?

You can Move it and Use it from different positions

Safety and easily repositioned by the user!

Set more than one lock position, providing multiple functional positions. Without tools!

Easily moves out of the visual field for driving (by tilting or rotating device)

Access from an alternate chair – leave it attached to the chair and swing it over to the person.

Why move it?
- for access to tables and devices at mealtime
- to access sinks and toilets in restrooms—
- for better visual access—to people, computers and televisions—and, to DRIVE!
- for safe and fast access to a person in need-- without removing their attached device
- to reduce tipping hazards, keeping devices close to the chair’s wheelbase when moved to the side

More rationale and justifications can be found at: http://www.mountnmover.com/evaluate-buy/funding/
Who Can Benefit?

Eye-gaze users who need their device adjusted quickly and easily as their head or body positions change.

Individuals who can reposition their device independently; or those who need a movable device AND repeatable, consistent positioning.

Individuals who use multiple devices (ie, AAC and laptop), and need to switch them easily.

Anyone who needs multiple functional positions for improved access to equipment, food, drinks and activities.

"People who switch between devices or access methods (ie, direct select, switch access or eye gaze) can change the device position for improved access. Multiple lock positions can be set.

How it works...

(Built-in Pocket Guide shown below)

Testimonials from Therapists and a Parent

“Being able to adjust the mount to a new position keeps drops from occurring, preventing damage to the AAC product and the mount.”

“Those able to move it and use this feature reported it enhanced their quality of life and independence.”

“People do not just need access while in their wheelchairs—they need to access things when they’re in bed or in a recliner. With the Mount’n Mover, they can move it for access from another location!”

-Ann Hoffman, M.S. CCC-SLP, Courage Center, MN
- Linda Lorentzen, OTR/L, Minnesota ALS Association

“With the Mount’n Mover, the device is repositioned to the exact location needed in seconds—it can be moved out of the way to drive and back to the same spot in seconds – making everything less time consuming and much easier for Danny, his teachers and support staff.”

-Ed McNamara (father)

Single Arm Mount’n Movers, table options, floor stands and trays are also available.

See our website or call us for support!

Visit www.mountnmover.com or call us at 888.724.7004
Skype calls welcomed!